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Java  is  an  object  oriented  programming  language.java  was
developed by James Gosling,  Patrick  Naughton,  Chris  Warth  and
Mike Sheridan at sun Microsystems in the y ear 1991.

Following are the basic elements of object oriented programming

 object
 class
 Data Abstraction
 Encapsulation
 Inheritance
 Polymorphism.

Object : Object is a product of a class. It consists of data and 
methods. Data is known as characteristic and method is known as 
behavior of an object. Class can create any number of objects.





Class :Class is an instance of an object. It is also known as object 
factory.

Data abstraction : Data Abstraction is the act of representing 

essential features without including background details.

Encapsulation
: It is the process of wrapping up data and 

methods in a single unit.

Inheritance : Inheritance is the process in which object of one 
class can link and share some common properties of 
the object of another class.

Polymorphism : When two or more method (functions) having same 
name but used for different purpose then it is called polymorphism.

BlueJ IDE :
BlueJ is a windows based platform by using which we can 
create , compile and run a java program.

 Few simple java program is given bellow by using BlueJ 
environment.

Example 1.

class Myfirstprogram
{
public static void main()
{

System.out.println(“Stepping stone school”);
System.out.println(9);
}
}

In the above program ‘class ‘ is a keyword which is used to 
declare a classname.



Myfirstprogram is the name of the class.
public static void main() is known as main method where we actually 
used to start writing the code.
System.out.println() is needed to print the output. When we want to 

print a word or a line(which is called string constant), that must be 

inside a “ “.

But numbers can be printed without any “ “.

So when we compile and run the program it will create a
Output :

Stepping stone school;
9

Example 2.

class Myprogram
{
public static void main()
{
int n=5;
System.out.println(n);
}
}

In second example n is an int type variable which is storing the 
value 5

So System.out.println(n) statement will print the output 5. 

Example 3.

class Myprogram
{
public static void main()
{
int m=5;
int n=10;
int p=0;
p=m+n;



System.out.println(p);
}
}

The above program will print the output as 15.



Example 4.

class Myprogram
{
public static void main(int n)
{
System.out.println(n);
}
}

In the above example we are accepting or imputing a number

from the user and printing the number. The way we have 

accepted the number by using main method is known as 

parameterized input.

Example 5.

class Myprogram
{
public static void main(int m,int n)
{
Int a=0;
Int b=0;
a=m/n;
b=m%n;

System.out.println(“quotient =”+a);
System.out.println(“Remainder =”+b);

}
}

In the above program we are inputting two numbers m and n.
We are calculating quotient and remainder and storing them in
two variables a and b and printing them.



[Copy the questions and solve them on a sheet of paper date wise. 

Keep the worksheets ready in a file to be submitted on the opening 

day.]

Exercise :

Write programs in java for the given problems.

1) Write a program to in java print your name , and id number.

2) Write a program to find the product of given 
numbers. 8,12,29.

3)

4) Write a program to print the cube 0f 7.

5) Write a program to input a number and print the square of the 
number.

6) Input two number a and b and find quotient and remainder 
after dividing a by b.





7)


